Does the project to be funded....

All charitable support requests will be submitted by NAUF unless otherwise specified by funder. Please coordinate submissions with Corporate and Foundation Relations, University Advancement. Use the chart below to determine how the funds will be administered if awarded.

Require regulatory approvals and monitoring?  

NO  YES

Have detailed expectations for deliverables beyond regular progress reports?  

NO  YES

Require fiduciary or administrative responsibility over and above general stewardship reports, such as certification of expenditures, facility use personnel commitments or cost sharing?  

NO  YES

Is the corporation/foundation/organization a major donor for the University and the relationship managed for future cultivation and support?  

NO  YES

Will be administered by NAUF

Will be received by NAUF and administered by OSP

Will be administered by OSP

Have other special requirements such as terms for ownership of intellectual property, confidentiality agreements, licensing rights or non-compete clauses?

NO  YES

Will be administered by OSP
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